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Validate an App: How to Design Your Study
and Get Published
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The last two years have demonstrated an exponential
growth in the use of smartphones and tablets by
medical professionals, a trend that has led to medical
apps developed specifically for patients and
physicians.1-7 Not surprisingly, because most app
developers are unverified sources of medical
information, recent publications have emphasized the
importance of peer-review validation.7-10 In addition
to safety concerns, the validation of mobile apps in the
health care setting provides an opportunity for
younger physicians, often medical students and
residents, to contribute to the medical community by
demonstrating the efficacy and validity of these new
technologies. However, many trainees and practicing
physicians are unfamiliar with scientific validation
methodology. This editorial outlines a structure that
can be used to assist with the design, execution, and
publication of a validation study for mobile
technology.
Validation refers to proving a tool’s ability to report
the absolute “truth” as much as it can be measured.
Various forms of validity exist that, when combined,
allow a tool to be considered “valid” by the medical
community. To clarify various forms of validation, I
will share examples from the current literature, which
can serve as guides for providers interested in
designing a study of their own.

Types	
  of	
  Validation	
  
Before embarking on a validation study, one must
possess a clear understanding of the gold standard
against which your new tool or app will be validated.
A literature search should reveal the existing standard.
If not easily identified, consult with a colleague or
professional in your field to guide you.
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Criterion	
  Validity	
  
Once the gold standard has been selected, criterion
validity is the method used to demonstrate a direct
correlation between the new tool and existing standard
using an appropriate statistical test, such as a Pearson
correlation. Consider one study that validated the use
an Android smartphone for gait analysis and
confirmed criterion-validity by evaluating the
correlation between the gait parameters obtained by
the smartphone and the gold standard, a tri-axial
accelerometer. The statistical test they used was
Spearman’s correlation coefficient r.11 Their results
demonstrated a correlation between the smartphone
and the goniometer ranging from 0.82-0.99,
suggesting a strong relationship and thereby
confirming their criterion validity.11

Construct	
  Validity	
  
Construct validity is another form of validity, and
refers to the systematic change in results when the
input variable is under varying conditions.12 More
specifically, it answers the question, ‘does the new
tool do what it is supposed to do?’ In contrast to a
comparison against an existing standard, construct
validity aims to demonstrate an appropriate response
against a real-world measure. For example, a recent
study validating a virtual reality simulator for robotic
surgical skills demonstrated construct validity by
correlating outcomes using the device with each
participant’s level of robotic surgery experience.13
By demonstrating that experience correlated with their
simulator skills, construct validity was established.
Importantly, while a tool may not meet criterion
validity (it may not measure the desired outcome very
accurately), it could still meet construct validity
(fulfilling the predicted effect). For these types of
comparisons, analysis of variance (ANOVA) is often
used to reveal the effect of a single variable when
multiple variables are being tested.
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Intra-‐observer	
  
Reliability	
  
	
  

A third statistical characteristic is intra-observer
reliability, also known astest-retest reliability, which
reflects a highly-reproducible outcome when tested
under constant conditions by the same observer.
From a clinical perspective, this implies that results
should remain the same when testing conditions are
unchanged. For example, one study examined intraobserver reliability when utilizing a smartphone to
assess shoulder range of motion by testing 41 subjects
twice, with a 30-minute interval between tests.14 The
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was the
statistical test used to compare results at the two
testing points and revealed a high degree of
correlation for each observer, thus confirming intraobserver reliability.

Inter-‐observer	
  Reliability	
  
Similarly, inter-observer reliability, also known as
inter-rater reliability, reflects the accuracy and
precision of a tool when used by various care
providers. For example, a new device would not be
particularly useful if only the developer could use it
properly. Thus, it is important to prove that a tool can
be equally effective with a basic level of training for
different providers. Using the same example as
above, the authors also examined inter-observer
reliability by testing 3 different providers using the
device on the same group of patients. Once again,
ICC was used to compare the results and revealed a
strong correlation.14

Content	
  Analysis	
  
In addition to the statistical validation techniques
described above, the content of information provided
in apps can be verified by performing a content
analysis. In this way, the data within an app is
compared to a reliable source, such as a gold standard
textbook or guideline. One study performed a content
analysis on 47 apps that were advertised to assist with
smoking cessation and were evaluated based on their
adherence to the U.S. Public Health Service’s 2008
Clinical Practice Guideline for Treating Tobacco Use
and Dependence. From their analysis, they were able
to rate the apps with respect to adherence to the
published guidelines.15

Study	
  Design	
  and	
  Analysis	
  
Once the validation tests and techniques are
understood, you can determine the study
methodology. Importantly: are patients required for
you to validate your tool? If so, an ethics committee
or institutional review board (IRB) must approve your
protocol.
Keep in mind, however, that many
institutional review boards offer an accelerated
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application for projects that present little risk to
subjects. The IRB process includes thinking about
patient recruitment, which is often the time-limiting
step for a study. Ask colleagues for help, advice, and
ideas if you anticipate this will be a challenge. Lastly,
focus on how you will collect your data. What data
will you collect? How will it be collected and how
will the results be stored? Who is collecting the data
and who is analyzing it? Will the process be blinded?
A great amount of time can be saved by carefully
outlining the research plan.
After the plan has been outlined and an IRB
application has been approved, data collection should
proceed smoothly and efficiently.
A trial data
collection period will help identify any potential
methodological limitations planned in the study. In
other words: do not expect your first trials to produce
usable data; your measurement techniques are likely
to change significantly within the first 5-10% of data
collection.
Once collected, data must be analyzed. Statistical
analysis intimidates many researchers who are
unfamiliar with these tests. If this is true, ask a friend
or colleague to help. As outlined above, the general
principles for validating new tools do not require
particularly difficult statistical tests and can usually be
completed after only 1 or 2 meetings with a
knowledgeable colleague.

Manuscript	
  Preparation	
  and	
  Submission	
  
The final step is manuscript preparation. They key to
writing a compelling and interesting manuscript is
allowing the data to drive the study’s conclusions in
the context of the aims and hypothesis that were set
out from the start. Avoid the temptation of trying to
fit the data to your conclusion. Rather, recognize that
all scientists embark on studies to either confirm, or
refute a theory, but it is the unpredictable nature of
science that appeals to so many researchers. Examine
the data with an open mind, share it with colleagues,
and let your results guide your conclusions without
bias.
The conventional scientific paper format for nearly all
journals
is:
Introduction/Background,
Aims/Hypothesis, Methods, Results, Discussion, and
Conclusions. However, the order of preparing each
section should not necessarily follow the order of
formatting. Rather, a manuscript should typically be
written in the following order: figures, results,
methods, and discussion, with the introduction written
last. Following this sequence most closely represents
the intellectual progression of an experiment and can
help organize the author’s thoughts. The data (figures
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and results)
are reported, the methods are confirmed,
	
  
and the implications are discussed and supported.
Only after a study is completed can an appropriate
introduction be written. This step can potentially save
hours of revision time.
After reviewing and improving the manuscript,
submission to an appropriate journal should not be
delayed. Selecting the proper journal also requires
care, and important factors to consider include a
journal’s primary focus, the breadth of readership,
publication format (online or print), indexing
databases, impact factor, publication costs, copyright
ownership, and duration of peer review.

Conclusion	
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In addition to the many examples described above,
there are a number of other good validation studies
that can help guide the design of future studies. I
would encourage interested readers to read more about
a smartphone heart rate acquisition application,16 an
evidence-based application for treating cervical spine
trauma,17 validation of heart rate extraction using an
iPhone accelerometer,18 validation of a Timed Up and
Go test,19 using smartphones to measure Cobb angles
in scoliosis,20-21 and improving total hip arthroplasty
component placement with a smartphone.22

11. Nishiguchi S, Yamada M, Nagai K, Mori S,
Kajiwara Y, Sonoda T, Yoshimura K, Yoshitomi H,
Ito H, Okamoto K, Ito T, Muto S, Ishihara T, Aoyama
T. Reliability and Validity of Gait Analysis by
Android-Based Smartphone. Telemed J E Health
2012.

While the editors of the jMTM take pride in our rapid
manuscript review process (often less than 1 month),
most journals will take anywhere from 3-6 months (or
longer) for the first round of peer-review. As the lead
app editor of jMTM, I look forward to reviewing your
studies about mobile applications in healthcare.

13. Perrenot C, Perez M, Tran N, Jehl JP,
Felblinger J, Bresler L, Hubert J. The virtual reality
simulator dV-Trainer((R)) is a valid assessment tool
for robotic surgical skills. Surg Endosc 2012.
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